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The reasons our program works, the how and why of recovery, are located in the collective
wisdom of our members, presented here in twenty-four essays on NA’s Techniques and
Traditions.that this book truly signifies the therapeutic value of 1 addict helping another.”To the
member: This book is a discussion of the Twelve Methods and Traditions of NA, designed to assist
you to determine your own interpretation of the concepts contained therein. Hopefully “
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A invaluable instruction for working the 12-steps. Approved by .. Many thanks Narcotics Anonymous
Three Stars Ok for use. I love this publication it is very important to working an excellent program.
Approved by globe service. In order to stay clean, you need to work the actions, meaning read
about them in the written text and compose the answers to the corresponding step in the writers
guidebook, and go over it with a sponsor, who's helpful information through the steps Wonderful
book on the subject of our steps & traditions. This book has helped me save my life, make changes
and be a successful individual. This book includes a wealth of good sense suggestions and
information to aid an addict in progressing out of desperation and into gratitude and a life worth
living Essential for sponsorship Used for recovery program. Unlike the Basic Text, this is designed to
be read to be able of guidelines and traditions. I would recommend reading the stage and the
corresponding custom to get a better perspective. You will find this to become a book you refer to
over and over. be your best self. It works if you work it therefore ..! Great series of explanatory
essays! Acknowledge your mistakes, own your development, be your very best self. It works in the
event that you work it therefore function it 'cause you're worthwhile! I like having it on my Kindle for
several reasons. Thanks! I'd order from them again Thanks I am happy with this item and also have
no complaints! A Life Saver! A invaluable information for working the 12-steps. NA book and
workbooks I purchased this as a gift and the person was extremely please not only with the quality
however the workbooks and additional reading materials. One, I don't have to carry a stack of
books with me on holiday. Two, I could read it by the pool or on the bus and still protect my
annonymity. And finally I can have it with me all the time. Love NA This Study Guide I love this book,
it has provided me the tools required to live a healthy CLEAN life.. Browse while beginning step
employed in conjunction with the essential Text. I go through portions of it at least a couple times
weekly still after being clean for over 33 years. This book switches into greater detail about the
twelve steps, the how and just why of each step. Yes that is for addicts, but without a doubt I think
everyone should read this trans-formative self-help publication. Wisdom for everybody to have! This
book has Wisdom everyone person must have!. They included a handwritten note of
encouragement on my receipt? Five Stars Was obtained for a pal in need I compliment God through
Jesus for the wisdom and understanding of NA! read it with your sponsor must read It WORKS IF
YOU WORK IT Great NA step functioning books. The spiritual foundation in all these actions and
traditions are 100% biblical and Bring Glory to The Only Living True and Holy God!
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